optimization consumes a lot of time. With the continuous development of industrial technology, a lot of the production processes for the control have more high demand, some processes require extremely more high accuracy, and especially 1-2 minutes for some real process of change seems too long. Hence, a new fast response predictive control algorithm to be applied to control the process is necessary [6] . This paper is based on recent the progress of research and theoretical results of predictive control, the author presented a fast multivariable control method which is used to solve the problem of calculating very slow of predictive control. The remainder of this paper will discuss the principle of a fast algorithm, proof and execution step and the simulation the fast algorithm. The next parts will focus on analyzing and improving fast algorithm problems and applications of fast algorithm and their advantages and disadvantages.
THE PRINCIPLE AND EXECUTION OF FAST

ALGORITHM
First of all, we assume a linear process, by linear superposition theorem, we get the following theorem. 
For linear systems, the steady-state process of the final output value is only related to the initial steady state operating point of the process and the final control input steady state value, whereas nothing is not related to changing path of process input. The proof of theorem 1 is finished. As known from Theorem 1, for multivariable control system, according to the changing of set point we can solve the steady state operating point of control input, and then based on the operating point can solve the corresponding control law. The detailed algorithm is written as following. The algorithm contains two parameters, the steady-state time and the number of beats of control. Their definitions are divided into steady-state time (TTSS), which is elapsed time that the system reach steady state again by acting on step input, and controlling the number of beats (N), which decompose a control input into several beats to implement, the meaning of the number of beats is the number of beats of control. Algorithm includes both online and offline parts. By using analysis or identification, we can obtain steady-state mathematical models of multivariable process that is the major work of online part. Offline part is shown as following two parts. 
The 
The control input value of current time is written as following,
which can pass to control system by OPC.
THE SIMULATION EXPERIMET OF FAST ALGORITHM.
We introduced the principle of fast algorithms and implementation steps in Section 2, then through simulation experiments to verify the feasibility of fast algorithm will be introduced in this section. First of all, we assume the number of beats of control N=5, it means control increment / 5 u u Δ = Δ in next 5(N) time. After 5(N) time, we calculate control increment again. The result of simulation is shown in fig.1 as below. As the fig.1 shown, input and output value are diverging shock, and amplitude is increasing more and more faster, so the curve can never converge. We assume N=10 next, and the result of simulation is shown in fig.2 as below. As the fig.2 shown, input and output value are also diverging and but amplitude is decreasing, as well as the result is better than N=5. We assume N=20 and N=50 next, the result of simulation is shown in fig.3 as below, where the red curve and blue curve are the results of N=20 and N=50 respective. As the fig.3 shown, the curve has a certain extent shock when N=20, but it can be convergence. The result of control is better when N=50. Obviously, the result of control will be more better when N continue increasing. We will discuss the reason of this result and how to deal with the problem and improve the algorithm in Section 4. 
THE PROBLEM OF FAST ALGORITHM AND THE SIMULATION OF IMPROVED ALGORITHM
In Section 3, the implementation process of fast algorithm and simulation verification are introduced. By simulation, we find control effect will be more better when the number of beats of control N is increasing, the curve is diverging shock and never convergence when N is too small. In this section, we will discuss the reason of this result and how to deal with the problem and improve the algorithm. In initial time,
is also large, and u Δ will be control increment in next continuous N time, so the value of control variable will be more and larger. The curve is shown as fig.4 as below. As the fig.4 shown, when N is small, u Δ will be large and leading to control action more intense. u Δ is increasing continuously that leading to u increasing too, the curve will diverge shock and the result is same as fig.1 . When N increases, because of / u u N Δ = Δ , control increment u Δ will decrease and control action will be stabilized gradually. While a new problem arises, if N value is too large, then the control process will take a long step and long time to reach steady-state. In order to keep value of u Δ not too large, we need value of N to increase, however N value is too large will lead to increase step and time. The simplest method is to selected a value of N that simultaneously satisfy the two conditions, to changing value of N to adapt different application occasions. The N might be exist that satisfies all the conditions, but the author think this approach is not good enough. We will analyse how to make u Δ not too large and meanwhile control step and time are not too long. For given step of fast algorithm, if the value of N increases, the number of calculations and the computation time will reduce. Conversely, increasing the number of calculations of u Δ , the calculation time increases, but the N is smaller, u Δ changes faster, and control action will be more precise, meanwhile will be earlier to steady-state. The number of beat of control means every N time calculate u Δ once, control increment is / u u N Δ = Δ in every time within N time, where "N" in N time is written as N1 and "N" in / u u N Δ = Δ is written as N2. N1=N and N1 is still the number of beat of control, N2 may or may not equal to N that is defined increment beat. We use N1 to control calculation accuracy and control time and to solve the problem of N and step size too large which discuss as above, so we can choose appropriate value of N1 to meet the conditions of control time and accuracy. N2 is used to keep u Δ in the appropriate region and prevent from control action too intense because of too u Δ large. The result of simulation that is acted on two parameters N1 and N2, is shown as following. The red curves are N1=10, the blue curves are N2=20 and N2=50 respective, the results of simulation are shown in fig.5 as following. As fig.5 shown, increment range of u Δ is improved and avoid control action overly drastic when keeping N1 and increasing N2, so control effect becomes better. And then, the red curves are N1=2 and N1=10, the blue curves are N2=50 respective. The result of simulation is shown in fig.6 as following. As fig.6 shown, if N2 is invariant, reducing N1 will make invariant smaller and control accuracy better. In this section we analysed the main problems of fast algorithm, and analysis and improvement of the problems and shortcomings are discussed, then the simulation results show the effectiveness of the improved algorithm. In Section 5, we will discuss advantage and disadvantage of fast algorithm and how to improve.
THE ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE OF FAST ALGORITHM AND THE IMPROVED APPROACH
The fast algorithm is different from other control algorithms; the main advantage is that the calculation is simple and easy. Similarly, the fast algorithm also has some disadvantages, such as anti-interference performance is not very strong, the system fluctuation may lead to decreasing steady-state error and increasing the dynamic characteristics of the system. The fast algorithm has only control beat N1 and increment beat N2 two parameters, if the fast algorithm will apply in more complicated region, just two adjustable parameters might affect dynamic performance and steady-state performance of system [7] [8] . Based on the above problems, where the algorithm will be improved to overcome the shortcomings. The improved approach is described as following. The approach is series connection of a lead-lag and a pure delay link, in other words that control targets (model) is series with function modules + is the lag correction link [9] . By adding lead-lag link, using its phase advanced features to increase the phase margin of the system and changing the open-loop frequency characteristics of system. Generally, we make the maximum phase leading angle of correction link appear in the new cross-over frequency point of system. Lag correction by adding lag correction link, that make the open-loop gain of system increase sharply, while also make the dynamic indicators of system keep in good condition in the original system. Lead correction link has a low pass filter characteristics, which not only reduce mid-high frequency gain of system, but also make crossover frequency of system forward, meanwhile that does not affect the low-frequency characteristics of the system, so adding lead link can increase the system phase margin. The lead-lag correction improves the dynamic and static performance of system so that corrected system will apply to more occasions. The improved algorithm has three new adjustable parameters T, T1 and T2, as well as improves the dynamic and static performance of system. Holding N1 and N2, we adjust T at first and the curves are shown in fig.7 as following. The red, blue, green curve represent the curve when T is increasing. When T=0, the system is a non-delay system, but system delay will increase when T increase. Although increasing T will increase overshoot and adjustment time will be longer, but the algorithm is proven to be ability to control large delay system and the control precision is also guaranteed. We will adjust parameter T1 next. When T1=0, the system is a non-lead system. When T1 increase, the lead of system is increasing, the results of simulation are shown in fig.8 as following. Fig.8 The input and output curves when T1 is increasing.
From red curve to yellow curve, which representing the T1 is increasing. It can be seen that the overshoot reduces significantly and the fast performance is also improved with the increase of T1, because the increased lead correction plays a role in improving the dynamic performance of the system significant [10] . Through the above analysis, lead correction link can improve the system dynamic performance, but improving steady state performance of the system is not obvious. We want to improve the steady state performance of the system too, so adding a lag correction link should be a choice. When T2 begins to increase from 0, lag correction link will work, and the result of simulation is shown in fig.9 as following. Fig.9 The input and output curves when T2 is increasing.
As fig.9 shown, the dynamic performance of system is not improved observably by changing T2, but the steady state performance of system is improved a lot. If adding a full lead-lag correction link, both the advantages of lead and lag correction will be used to improve the dynamic and steady state performance of the system [11] [12] . The result of simulation is shown in fig.10 as following. Fig.10 The curves of changing all of parameters.
As fig.10 shown, the dynamic and steady state performance of system are improved observably by using lead-lag correction link, meanwhile by adding T, T1 and T2 three adjustable parameters application flexibility of fast algorithm is improved. As the results of simulation seen, fast algorithm not only has a fast and simple features, but also the ability to handle large delay and lag complex processes have improved significantly by adding a lead-lag correction link. Finally, we conducted a simulation experiment of process of heavy oil separation tower by using fast algorithm [13] . The results of simulation show that the control effect of heavy oil separation tower is very well and is shown in fig.11 as following. 
CONCLUTION
This paper presented a fast predictive control algorithm, introduced the principle and implementation step of fast algorithm, the effectiveness and problems of fast algorithm were shown by simulation. The problems and improved algorithms of fast algorithm were discussed in next and the results of simulation proved the correctness of the algorithm. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of fast algorithm were analysed, we provided an improved method for overcoming shortcomings and was verified by simulation experiments. Although there are a variety of potential problems of fast algorithm, the author will continue to improve more problems in future work and to overcome the more shortcomings, the fast algorithm can be applied to a wider range of fields.
